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Abstract
Two Dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis
(2DLDA) has received much interest in recent years.
However, 2DLDA could make pairwise distances between any tvvo classes beconle significantly unbalanced,
which may affect its performance. Moreover 2DLDA
could also suffer from the small sample size problem.
Based on these observations, we propose two novel algorithms called Regularized 2DLDA and Ridge Regression
for 2DLDA (RR-2DLDA). Regularized 2DLDA is an extension of 2DLDA with the introduction of a regularization parameter to deal with the small sample size problem. RR-2DLDA integrates ridge regression into Regularized 2DLDA to balance the distances among different classes after the transformation. These proposed algorithms overcome the limitations of 2DLDA and boost
recognition accuracy. The experimental results on the
Yale, PIE and FERET databases showed that RR-2DLDA
is superior not only to 2DLDA but also other state-oftheart algorithms.

1 Introduction
Face recognition has attracted much attention in recent years. Well-known algorithms including Eigenface
[12] and Fisherface [2] work on vector representation of
image and need to compute the eigenvectors of high dimensional covariance matrix in order to find the optimal linear transformation. When the size of an image is
large, these algorithms may have computing problem in
eigen-decomposition. To avoid this problem, Ye et ale
proposed Two Dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis (2DLDA) [13], which works directly on a matrix
representation of images. However, 2DLDA could suffer from the small sample size problem [10]. Moreover,
the transformation in 2DLDA could make the pairwise
distances of any two distinct classes significantly unbalanced, which may reduce the recognition accuracy.
Based on these observations, in this paper we propose two novel algorithms to boost the performance of
2DLDA, one called Regularized 2DLDA and the other
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called Ridge Regression 2DLDA (RR-2DLDA). Regularized 2DLDA works directly on a matrix representation
of images with low computational costs inherited from
2DLDA. A regularization parameter is introduced in Regularized 2DLDA to deal with the small sample size problem. RR-2DLDA is a further extension of Regularized
2DLDA aiming to balance the pairwise distances among
distinct classes. In order to do so, we first define a set
of mapping points that are distributed evenly in a lowdimensional space. Then an optimal transformation that
maps the images of each class to a specific point is obtained via ridge regression as reported in [1]. Because
these mapping points have been pre-defined evenly in
the reduced space, RR-2DLDA can overcome the unbalance problem, making RR-2DLDA superior to Regularized 2DLDA. Moreover, RR-2DLDA avoids eigendecomposition for a high dimensional covariance matrix
and uses the advantage of 2DLDA, thus having low computational cost.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1)
Regularized 2DLDA for face recognition, (2) integration
of ridge regression into Regularized 2DLDA in a novel
framework, (3) a strategy to learn parameters for the proposed framework, and (4) experiments on three benchmark data sets (the Yale, PIE and FERET databases)
to demonstrate that RR-2DLDA is superior not only to
2DLDA but also other state-of-the-art algorithms such as
PCA [12], Fisherface [2], Locality Preserving Projection
(LPP) [7] and Spectral Regression (SR) [4].

2
2.1

Regularized 2DLDA
2DLDA

Assume that Xl, ... , X m (Xi E ~nl xn 2 ) are training images belonging to C classes III, ... ,IIe and me is
the number of images in fIe. 2DLDA [13] aims to find
two optimal matrices L E ~nlxLl and R E ~n2xL2
to project a face image X E ~nl Xn2 to f(X) ==
LTXR E ~LIXL2, where L 1 and L 2 are the reduced height and width parameters, respectively. Let
Me == (lime) 2:XETI c X and M == (11m) 2:::1 Xi
be the mean of each class II e and the mean of all training images, respectively. The within-class distance and

between-class distance of training images after projection are D w = 2:~=1 2:XEII c I LT(X - Me)R II}
and Db = 2:~=1 me I LT(M e - M)R II}, respectively,
where II . IIF is the Frobenius norm [6]. Let us denote
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to derivations

we have
According
in [ 13],
Dw
trace(LTS~L)
trace(RTS~R) and
Db = trace(LTS~L) = trace(RTSfR). 2DLDA
aims to obtain Land R by maximizing the Fisher's
This is a nonlindiscriminant criterion Db/D w .
ear optimization problem and an iterative algorithm
In deis proposed in [13] to solve Land R.
tail, starting with an initial R = [I L2 , O]T, where
I L2 is an L 2 x L 2 identity matrix, L is obtained
as L
argmax(trace(LTSfL)/trace(LTS~L)).
L

We then fix L and obtain R as
arg max(trace(RTSfR) /trace(RTS~R)).

R
After

R

obtaining R, we fix R and compute L again, and so
on. The convergence issue for such iterations has been
discussed in [13]. The computational cost of 2DLDA is
O(mdnln2), where d = max(L I , L 2).

2.2

Regularized 2DLDA

In practice, 2DLDA could suffer from the small sample size problem since the within-class scatter matrices
S~ and S~ may not be estimated correctly when the number of training samples is small. This could reduce the
performance of 2DLDA significantly. In order to solve
this problem, we propose an algorithm called Regularized
2DLDA, in which a regularization term is introduced to
the within-class scatter matrices
-R

R

Sw = Sw

(7)

trace(RTS~R)

The same method in 2DLDA is adopted to obtain L
and R, while the parameter aZda can be learned crossvalidation [5].

3 Regression for 2DLDA
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where aZda is a regularization parameter. The regularization term can reduce the bias level of the within-class
scatter matrix estimation. With the introduction of the
regularization term, Land R are obtained by solving the
following optimization problems.
L = argmax
L

trace(LTSfL)
_

trace(LTS~L)

(6)

Regularized 2DLDA may have unbalanced pairwise
distances between two distinct classes, and thus have reduced performance. In order to tackle this unbalanced
distance problem, we apply ridge regression reported in
[1] for 2DLDA and abbreviate this proposed algorithm
as RR-2DLDA. The training stage of RR-2DLDA has
two phases. The first phase is as the same as Regularized 2DLDA and it finds optimal Land R by solving
the optimization problems in Eq. 6. The training images Xl, ... ,X m are then projected into IRLI x L 2 space
as Xi = f(X) = L[XiR. In the second phase, RR2DLDA first defines a set of mapped points for all classes
such that these mapped points are distributed evenly in the
reduced space. Then, RR-2DLDA finds an optimal compound mapping f A to minimize the sum of the Frobenius
distances from fA(X I ), ... , fA (:Xm ) to the corresponding mapped points. The mapping f A can be obtained by
solving a ridge regression problem. In practice, we are
mainly interested in f A as a linear transformation. With
this linear constraint, if the mapped points are vectors, X
is required to be converted from a matrix to a vector. If
the mapped points are matrices, no conversion is required
for X. Corresponding to these two cases, we have two
algorithms called ID-RR-2DLDA and 2D-RR-2DLDA,
respectively. However, in our experiments, the 2D-RR2DLDA does not perform better than ID-RR-2DLDA.
Thus, in the remaining of the paper, we focus on discussion of ID-RR-2DLDA.

3.1

ID-RR-2DLDA

In ID-RR-2DLDA, the mapped points YI, ... ,Ye are
vectors in the mapping space. We select the mapping
space as IRe, where C is the number of classes. The
predefined mapping points YI, ... ,Ye in IRe can be as:
YI = [1,0, ... , O]T, Y2 = [0,1, ... , O]T,... ,Ye =
[0,0, ... ,1]T. The Euclidean distance between Yi and
Yj are II Yi - Yj 112= )2, implies that YI,··· ,Ye
are distributed evenly in IRe. It can be proved that this
selection is equivalent to the selection of a simplex in
[1]. In order to use vector representation in ridge regression, Xi is converted from matrix to a vector in
IRLIL2 as: Xi = vectorize(X i ). ID-RR-2DLDA aims
to find a linear transformation fA (x) = A TX, such that
ATXi = Yei (Vi = 1, ... , m), where Ci is the class that
Xi belongs to. In reality, such A might not exist. Thus, A

Algorithm 1 ID-RR-2DLDA

I. Discretize the search space of the parameters.

Input: training images Xl, ... , X rn ; training classes TI 1, ... , TIc; Regularized parameters Dlda, Dr; reduced height L1, reduced width L2

2. Learn the parameters L 1 and L 2 first, then learn the
parameters aZda and a r .

Output: transformation matrices L, R, A; projected images Y1, ... , Y rn
Algorithm:

1.

Obtain Land R by using Regularized 2DLDA.

2.

Pr~ect training images using Land R: Xl = LTX1R, ...
L X1R.

3.

Vectorize projected images: Xi = vectorize(X i ), Vi = 1, ... ,m.

4.

Define mapped points Y 1, ... , Y c EIRe.

5.

Obtain transformation matrix A from Eq. 9.

6.

Compute final projected images: Y1

,X rn

=

4

= AT Xl, ... ,Yrn = AT xrn .

Testing: The class of a test image X is obtained as follows:

= vectorize(X), y = AT X.

1.

Compute: X=LTXR, X

2.

Compare y with Y1, ... , Yrn to find the class of X using the nearest
center classifier.

can be obtained by solving the following ridge regression
problem:
m

A

== argmin(L I
A

AXi - YCi II~

+ ar I

A II~) (8)

i=l

where a r is the regularization parameter. Let X ==
[x 1, ... , xm ] and Y == [y C1 , ••• , YCrn ]. Taking derivatives
on the right block ofEq. 8 and setting them equal to zero,
we have

A == (XXT + arIL1L2)-lXyT

(9)

where I L1L2 is an L 1 L 2 x L 1 L 2 identity matrix. The
computational cost of ID-RR-2DLDA equals the sum
of the computational costs of solving a ridge regression
problem in Eq. 8 and Regularized 2DLDA. The details of 1D-RR-2DLDA is presented in Algorithm 1. It
should be remembered that ridge regression is taken on
the reduced images of Regularized 2DLDA, which can
be solved more easily than the case in [I], which is taken
on the original images.

3.2

We assume that the optimal L 1 and L 2 for 2DLDA are
also the optimal L 1 and L 2 for RR-2DLDA. Thus, L 1
and L 2 can be learned using cross-validation for 2DLDA.
Then, we fix L 1 , L 2 and learn aZda and a r using crossvalidation for RR-2DLDA. With this strategy, we can select parameters L 1 , L 2 , aZda and a r for RR-2DLDA.

Experimental results

4.1

Experiments on the Yale face database

The Yale face database 1 has 165 face images of 15
people with each person having 11 images. These images were resized to 32 x 32. Three experiments (2-train,
3-train and 4-train) were considered, where in the i-train
experiment, i images of each person were used for training and the remaining images are used for testing. For
each experiment, 30 random splits (train images, test images) of the Yale face database were created. We tested
the proposed algorithms on these splits and take the average of the results.
We discretized the parameter search space
of
ID-RR-2DLDA
to
reduce
the
computational cost with the following options:
£1
E
{5, 10, 15,20,25, 30}, £2 E {5, 10, 15,20,25, 30},
aZda
E
{10- 4 , 10- 3 ,10- 2 ,10- 1 , 100 }
and
ar
E
{10- 4 , 10- 3 ,10- 2 ,10- 1 , 100 }.
We obtained the parameters for ID-RR-2DLDA using the
described cross-validation approach, resulting in
(L 1 , L 2 , aZda, a r ) == (15,15,10- 2 ,10- 4 ).
We ran Regularized 2DLDA and ID-RR-2DLDA on
30 random splits of each i-train experiment (i == 2,3,4).
Table 1 shows that Regularized 2DLDA can boost the
recognition accuracy of 2DLDA.
The recognition accuracy of ID-RR-2DLDA was
compared with peA [12], Fisherface [2], LPP [7], SR [4],
Ridge Regression (RR) [1] and 2DLDA [13] in Table 1.
The table shows that the accuracy rate of ID-RR-2DLDA
is the highest in all experiments across the different algorithms, boosting the recognition accuracy for 2DLDA
significantly.

Selection of Parameters

The parameters in RR-2DLDA include L 1 , L 2 , aZda
in Regularized 2DLDA and a r in ridge regression.
These parameters can be selected by leave-one-out crossvalidation [5]. Usually, the computational cost to learn
£1, £2, aZda and a r is high because there are a huge
number of possible values for these of parameters. We
propose two steps to make the computational cost less expensive:

4.2

Experiments on the PIE

The PIE face database [11] has face images captured
by 13 cameras under different poses and illumination conditions. We selected images from five near frontal poses
(C05, C07, C09, C27 and C27) and resized the images
to 32 x 32. In total, 11554 images of 68 people were
1http://vismod.media.mit.edu/vismod/classes/mas622-001datasetsl

Table 1. Performance (%) on Yale database.
2-train

3-train

4-train

PCA[12]

76.94 ±3.37

79.58 ±2.99

81.21 ±2.21

Fisherface [2]

83.90 ±3.86

94.50 ±2.08

97.05 ±1.63

LPP [7]

90.47 ±3.41

95.56 ±1.92

97.52 ± 1.73

SR[4]

90.96 ±3.44

95.03 ±2.02

97.56 ±1.56

RR[I]

89.75 ± 3.09

94.42 ± 1.77

97.08 ± 1.58

2DLDA [13]

86.27 ±4.43

92.64 ±2.61

94.35 ±2.53

Regularized 2DLDA

87.51 ±4.17

93.39 ±2.73

95.21 ±2.11

ID-RR-2DLDA

92.35 ±2.97

96.47 ±2.38

97.87 ±1.51

Table 2. Performance (%) on PIE database.
2-train

3-train

4-train

PCA

17.4 ±0.7

22.6±1.0

26.4±0.9

Fisherface

34.2±1.7

53.4±2.1

62.0± 1.7

LPP

34.6±1.8

43.0±1.6

49.4±1.6
66.7 ±1.7

SR

45.3 ±1.4

58.4 ±1.9

RR

44.5 ± 1.8

57.4 ± 1.8

65.4 ± 1.6

2DLDA

49.5 ±2.7

60.1 ±2.3

66.8 ±1.7

Regularized 2DLDA

50.0 ±2.5

60.6 ±1.9

66.6 ±1.7

ID-RR-2DLDA

51.7 ±2.4

66.0 ±2.2

73.7 ±1.6

selected. We again compared performance of 1D-RR2DLDA versus other algorithms in the 2-train, 3-train
and 4-train experiments. ID-RR-2DLDA was run with
L 1 == 20, L 2 == 5, aZda == 10- 1 and a r == 10- 2 which
were obtained by cross-validation. Table 2 compares the
recognition accuracy of ID-RR-2DLDA with the other algorithms. One can see that, in all experiments 1D-RR2DLDA achieves the highest accuracy rate.

4.3 Experiments on the FERET database
We used the FERET database [8, 9] to test the performance of ID-RR-2DLDA. We selected all people in
FERET having at least four frontal images. In total, 1433
images of 240 people were selected. The images were
pre-processed using the CSU Face Identification Evaluation System [3]. Two experiments (2-train, 3-train)
were considered. For each experiment, 30 random splits
(training images, test images) of the database were created. 1D-RR-2DLDA was run with L 1 == 25, L 2 == 25,
2
0
aZda == 10 and a r == 10- , which were obtained by
cross-validation. Table 3 shows the average accuracy rate
of 1D-RR-2DLDA compared with the other algorithms.
One can observe that ID-RR-2DLDA outperforms the
other algorithms in all of the experiments.

Table 3. Performance (0/0) on FERET.
2-train

3-train

PCA

70.83 ±1.57

79.23 ±1.72

Fisherface

84.41 ± 1.32

91.00 ±1.41

LPP

84.55 ± 1.55

91.60 ±1.47

SR

85.06 ±1.69

92.42 ± 1.50

RR

90.30 ±1.17

95.15 ± 1.03

2DLDA

77.01 ±1.93

84.47 ±2.08

Regularized 2DLDA

77.36 ±1.64

84.84 ±1.81

ID-RR-2DLDA

90.61 ±1.21

95.24 ±1.ll

5 Conclusions
We have presented two algorithms for face recognition, Regularized 2DLDA and Ridge Regression for
2DLDA (RR-2DLDA). Regularized 2DLDA is an extension of 2DLDA with the introduction of regularization term, while RR-2DLDA integrates ridge regression
into Regularized 2DLDA. The experimental results on the
Yale, PIE and FERET databases show that Regularized
2DLDA boost the recognition accuracy of 2DLDA and
RR-2DLDA outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms
such as PCA, Fisherface, LPP, SR and 2DLDA.
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